Introduction
Please see our
separate reports:
The Scotinform Cultural
Survey was launched on
12 May 2020 in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic
and subsequent closure of
cultural venues across
Scotland.

These findings are being
made available free of
charge to the cultural
sector in Scotland. Please
acknowledge Scotinform
when using this data.

The aim of the Survey is
to understand how
audiences were engaging
with cultural organisations
before lockdown, how this
has changed during
lockdown, and what we
might expect as lockdown
restrictions are eased.

This report provides an
overview of the 3,933
gallery visitors living in
Scotland who completed
the survey.

By 2 June 2020 the
Scotinform Cultural Survey
had received 5,031
responses from residents
of Scotland, covering every
local authority area. Many
thanks to everyone in the
cultural sector who shared,
distributed and completed
the survey.

Unless otherwise
indicated, the reporting
base for this report is
3,933 respondents.

Museums

Theatres

Gardens

Wildlife
attractions

For further information
about the data, including
bespoke analysis, Mosaic
profiling, or access to our
panel of cultural audiences
in Scotland, please
contact Scotinform.

Key findings: before and during lockdown
Respondents who had
engaged online reported
a range of impacts,
most likely:
Prior to lockdown, 68% of
gallery respondents visited
a gallery in Scotland at
least once a quarter and
10% visited more than
once a month.

The most missed
aspects of a gallery visit
are: ‘Going to exhibitions
or special events’, ‘being
surrounded by beautiful
objects’ and ‘going
somewhere where I can
find out something new’.

49% had visited galleries
with people from another
household in the past year.

Prior to lockdown, 67% of
respondents had engaged
with galleries online via
social media or their
websites. During lockdown
the figure reduced to 55%.
Gallery websites and
Facebook were the most
common sources of online
engagement.

77% of respondents say
that they have missed
visiting galleries during
lockdown.

In the year before lockdown,
51% of gallery visitors had
made charitable donations
to a cultural organisation
(23% to a gallery). During
lockdown only 30% had
done so (6% to a gallery).
Donations have fallen
across all categories with
the exception of theatre.

‘It made me
look forward
to going back
there’

I was
impressed that
they wanted to
keep audiences
engaged’

‘I learned
things about
the collections
that I did not
know before’

Key findings: after lockdown

Just over half of gallery
visitors say that they have
concerns about being in
public spaces, and that this
‘might’ or ‘definitely will’
affect how often they go out
into these types of spaces.

26% of gallery visitors say
that they will visit a gallery
as soon as possible when
lockdown restrictions are
lifted.

18% say that they will visit
galleries more often than
before and 68% say that it
will make no difference.

Gallery visitors expect a wide
range of safety measures to
be put in place by cultural
venues. The most commonly
cited were regular cleaning,
clear communication of
measures, planning spaces for
social distancing and limiting
the total number of people in
the space.

Engagement
Of the 3,933 respondents who had visited a gallery in the past year:

29%
belonged to a friends,
membership or patrons
scheme for a gallery
in Scotland.

56%

4%

1%

were on a postal or email
mailing list for a gallery
in Scotland.

worked in a gallery
in Scotland.

volunteered for a gallery
in Scotland.

This is a very ‘warm’ and engaged gallery audience and therefore could be judged as the most likely to
re-engage with the sector after lockdown.

Respondent profile
Gender

Age
28%

72%

24%
20%

11%

26%
7%

6%

2%
0%
Male

Female

2%

1%

Prefer to self- Prefer not to
determine
say

16-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75+

Prefer
not to
say

Respondent family profile

1%
16%

Children at Home
No Children at Home
Prefer not to say

83%

Frequency of visits to galleries
Year to March 2020

More than once a month

About once a month

10%

20%

About once every three months or so

Once or twice

37%

32%

Group visits to galleries
Year to March 2020
56%
53%
49%

16%

On your own

With your children

With other adults from your own
household

With adults/children from another
household

Other cultural attractions visited
Year to March 2020
95%
85%
70%

25%

A museum in Scotland

A garden in Scotland

A zoo or wildlife attraction in
Scotland

A theatre or other performing arts
space in Scotland

Have you missed visiting galleries
during lockdown?

15%

7%

Yes
No
Don't know/I haven't really
thought about it
77%

What have you missed most
about visiting galleries?
Going to exhibitions or special events

86%

Being surrounded by beautiful objects

72%

Going somewhere where I can find out something new

67%

Going for coffee or lunch in a gallery cafe

61%

Being in an environment in which I feel comfortable

54%

Being able to have some 'me' time

40%

The opportunity to meet friends/family

33%

Taking children somewhere they enjoy

Something else

13%

3%

Base: all those who said they missed visiting
galleries during lockdown (3,015)

Online engagement
45%
41%
36%
33%

24%
20%
14%

13%

11%

11%

4%
1%
Twitter

Facebook

Instagram

6%
3%

3%

0%

LinkedIn

Before Lockdown

YouTube

Other social
media

During Lockdown

Gallery websites

No, I haven't
visited any
galleries on
social media
during lockdown
nor looked at
their websites

Benefits of online engagement
during lockdown
It made me look forward to going back there

70%

I was impressed that they wanted to keep audiences engaged

66%
49%

I learned things about their collections I did not know before
It was nice to see spaces with which I am familiar

37%

I/we learned new things

34%

It made me feel happy

34%

It was fun to see the gallery in this way

33%

It made me feel part of a community

26%

It prompted me to be more creative

20%

It made me think about visiting there in the future
because I have never been there before

18%

It provided me with useful activities for the family
None of the above

8%
3%

Base: all those who engaged with
galleries online during lockdown (2,136)

During lockdown, have you visited any
Scottish galleries online that you have
not visited in person?
2%

30%

Yes
No
Don't know
67%

Base: all those who engaged with galleries
online during lockdown (2,136)

Charitable donations by gallery visitors
70%

49%

30%
23%
15%

13%
7%

Museums

6%

Art galleries

8%
3%
Gardens

5%

Zoos/wildlife attractions

In the Year Before Lockdown

16%

During Lockdown

Theatres

None of the above

Future behaviour

For the following
sections, respondents
were asked to imagine
that current restrictions
were lifted and people
were able to visit
galleries again.

Will you have any concerns about
being in public spaces in the future?
32%

26%

19%
17%

5%

Yes, but on balance
I don't think these
concerns will affect
my behaviour

Yes, and I think they
might affect how often
I go to these types
of places

Yes, and they definitely
will affect how often
I go to these types
of places

No, once the these
types of places
reopen I will be
happy to visit/go

Don't know

How soon do you think you might want
to visit a gallery?
51%

26%
18%

5%

As soon as possible - it is one of
the first things I would plan to do

Fairly soon, but other activities
would be a priority to do first

I don't think it would be a priority for
me

I don't know

How does this compare
with other audiences?

Base

4,721

3,933

3,295

1,276

4,105

As soon as possible – it is one of the first
things I would plan to do

26%

26%

29%

15%

20%

Fairly soon, but other activities would be
a priority to do first

54%

51%

50%

43%

46%

I don't think it would be a priority for me

15%

18%

16%

36%

26%

I don't know

5%

5%

5%

6%

7%

Do you think after lockdown you will
visit galleries more often, or less often,
than you used to?
68%

18%
8%

I think I will visit more often that I
used to

I don't think there will be any
difference

I think I will visit less often than I
used to

6%

I don't know

Cultural venues in the future:
expectations of gallery visitors (1)
Regularly cleaning common touch points (interactives, places
where objects can be handled, door handles, etc)

91%

Making sure that the safety and hygiene measures put in place for
visitors (including toilets) are clearly visible

88%

Planning spaces so that social distancing is easy to observe

87%

Limiting the total number of people in the space

85%

Making sure that staff ensure safe behaviour from visitors

79%

Encouraging visitors to regularly wash
their hands and use hand sanitiser

79%

Being welcoming and friendly

74%

Pre-booking of tickets for exhibitions and events
so that limited numbers are in the space at any one time

73%

A dedicated route in place for visitors to follow
so that social distancing can be maintained

72%

Continued…

Cultural venues in the future:
expectations of gallery visitors (2)
59%

Pre-booking, even for free venues, to ensure
numbers are limited

55%

Offering places to eat and drink safely
Displaying an independently approved accreditation that the venue
is complying with Government’s post-lockdown measures

44%

Staff are wearing face masks

34%

Assuming no special events (where larger
numbers usually gather) will be taking place

32%

Allowing visitors easy access and the freedom to move around

32%

Organising planned experiences and events

Something else

30%

2%

Assuming health and safety measures
were in place, what would you like to see?
Exhibitions

94%

Talks

60%

Events

59%

Tours

46%

Workshops

35%

Family activities

None of the above

31%

3%

For further
information
please contact:
Sheena Muncie
sheena.muncie@scotinform.co.uk

Helen Duncan
helen.duncan@scotinform.co.uk

